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In this issue you can find the following topics:
- Markus Schneider in Bangkok, Thailand
- Martin Tesch in Vancouver, Canada
- DEEP ROOTS Top 50 German wines and Silver at IWC.
- Look-out in the vineyards

MARKUS SCHNEIDER in THAILAND
Markus Schneider visited Thailand earlier this year and received excellent feedback on his wines and
presentations.
The Bangkok Post called Markus an individualist who is extremely passionate about what he does. A
winemaker who strives to produce wines that he would like to enjoy by himself. By doing so he creates a
unique style.
The Expression magazine said: “His only philisophy is passion and his theatre is his vineyard in the Pfalz
valley.”

You can find the full storys and interview here!

MARTIN TESCH in Vancouver
Martin has been to Vancouver just recently and presented current as well as matured vintages to
clients and journalists.
Western Living Magazine published an excellent article and put Martin in line with trailblazers like
Manfred Krankl (Sine Qua Non) and Jonathan Maltus (Chateau Teyssier), two entrepreneurs who
brought innovation to the wine business. So did and still does Martin.
Tim Pawsey wrote at North Shore News
“Tesch is smart, witty and very engaging. But to really appreciate what he´s achieved you need to
understand a little bit about the German wine industry and how it has progressed in the last few years
thanks in no small part to the likes of Tesch.”
Kurtis Kolt writes at wevancouver.com about Tesch and describes Riesling UNPLUGGES as follows,
“A fresh and pure, honest Riesling that´s the epitome of a handful of gravel with a generous squeeze
each of Meyer lemon, lime and pink grapefruit. Easy and crisp.”
Please find all the media references here!
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DEEP ROOTS in United Kingdom
WinesofGermany UK and Harpers selected Deep Roots Rheinhessen Riesling among Germany´s Top 50
wines. See here http://www.winesofgermany.co.uk/top-50
Further to this Deep Roots was awarded a silver medal at the International Wine Challenge 2014.
See attached!

Look-out into the vineyards
Due to an extremely mild winter without snow and an equally warm spring vegetation started very
early this year and led to a two weeks earlier blossoming compared to the long term average. It took
place end of May lasting into early June in some areas. Since than we had a pretty dry periode in
combination with some really hot day´s which slowed down the development in the vineyards. Just
recently, end of June early July, well needed rain came to our region accompanied by thunder and
storms. Luckily no vineyard was damaged.
At the moment the upcoming vintage looks pretty promising. Our 4th newsletter in October will contain
a more detailed harvest preview.

If you no longer wish to receive news from Wineconsale GmbH, please send an email to info@wineconsale.com.

Sincerely Yours
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